Appendix 2-1

Letters from Various Government Departments
Scott Wilson Ltd
38/F Metroplaza Tower 1
223 Hing Fong Road
Kwai Fong
Attn: Mr Collin Chan

Dear Sir,

Agreement No. CE 22/2006(HY)
Cycle Tracks Connecting North West New Territories with North East New Territories –
Investigation, Design and Construction
Request for Information

I refer to you letter ref 06115/01/301023 dated 16 October 2006.

I return one copy of our plans with the existing watermains and waterworks installations indicated. You are requested to note that the alignment of the watermains shown is indicative only. Although it is our intention to provide you with the most up to date information, we cannot guarantee that the information returned to you is exhaustive. In particular, we cannot guarantee that all our water mains, especially those laid only recently, have been incorporated in our central records and hence on the plans returned.

The exact lines and levels of the water mains as well as the materials that the water mains are made of should be established by hand dug trial holes on site if they are of significance to your works. You should instruct your consultants and/or contractors to take all necessary measures during the design and/or construction stage to avoid causing damage to the water mains and waterworks installations, for which you will be held responsible.

Your attention is particularly drawn to the fact that some of the existing water mains, especially those in older urban areas, are asbestos cement pipes, which are vulnerable to damage when exposed. You are advised to conduct thorough site investigations to ascertain whether there are any asbestos cement pipes affected by the project, and to make special provisions as necessary to protect asbestos cement pipes identified on site. Should diversion/replacement of asbestos cement pipes be found necessary to be carried out in conjunction with your proposed works after detailed investigations or studies, you should instruct your consultants and/or contractors to take all necessary measures during the design and/or construction stages to comply with all prevailing statutory requirements for the safe handling, removal, transportation and disposal of asbestos cement pipes.
The proposed works would affect the following projects. You are advised to contact the subject officers to carry out project coordination with yours.

Replacement and Rehabilitation of Water mains – Stage 2
Contact Person: Mr SWL Shou of Black & Veatch Hong Kong Ltd
Contact Tel: 2601 1000
Commencement: 2007
Completion: 2011

Replacement and Rehabilitation of Water mains – Stage 3
Contact Person: Mr Oliver Au-yeung of Scott Wilson & CDM JV
Contact Tel: 2410 3714
Commencement: 2008
Completion: 2013

237WF – Mainlaying along Fanling Highway and near She Shan Tsuen
Contact Person: E/Des(15) – Mr Albert WM Leung of WSD
Contact Tel: 2829 4486
Commencement: Aug 2008
Completion: Dec 2013

046WS – Uprating of Sha Tin Salt Water Supply System
Contact Person: E/Des(11) – Mr LM Chan of WSD
Contact Tel: 2829 4729
Commencement: Jun 2008
Completion: Jun 2011

9045WS – Salt Water Supply to Yuen Long
Contact Person: E/Des(15) – Mr SK Lau of WSD
Contact Tel: 2829 4475
Commencement: 2007
Completion: 2010

9048WS – Salt Water Supply to Yuen Long
Contact Person: E/Des(2) – Mr KW Chu of WSD
Contact Tel: 2829 4784
Commencement: 2009
Completion: 2014

Furthermore, the proposed works falls within water gathering ground (WGG) and crosses over our shallow ground raw water tunnel, you are required to assess the impacts of the project on the WGG and raw water tunnel and mitigate the same to our satisfaction.

This is a consolidated reply from our New Territories East and New Territories West Region.

Yours faithfully,

SW CHAU
For Chief Engineer/New Territories West Water Supplies Department
Your Ref:
Our Ref: KWL:JCHY:achm:60022017/04.8-0150

Distribution List

13 November 2007

Dear Sir,

**Agreement No. CE 30/2006 (DS)**

**Yuen Long and Kam Tin Sewerage and Sewage Disposal – Design and Construction**

**Interfacing Project**

We refer to WSD letter's ref: (3) in WSD/ST CM/11/94 Pt.37 dated 27 August 2007 addressed to us and copied to you regarding the captioned.

It is noted that your proposed works would be in conflict with our proposed sewerage works. We attached the site location plans no. 60022017/002 to 005 showing the scope of works for your reference. According to our tentative programme, the construction works is scheduled to commence in mid 2009 for the completion in end 2013.

In order for us to identify the extent of the conflicts and review the measures to resolve the interfacing issue, we should be grateful if you could provide us the layout of your proposed works as well as the implementation programme for the potential conflict area.

Should you have any queries, please feel free to contact our Mr. Glen SHUM at 2685 6417.

Yours faithfully,

Michael Leung
Design Manager

Encl.

cc CE/SP, DSD (Attn: Mr. Mr. Tim TSOI)
CE/CM, WSD (Attn: Mr. T. Y. LAI)
Scott Wilson Ltd.  
38th Floor, Metroplaza Tower 1  
223 Hing Fong Road, Kwai Fong  
(Attn: Sharon Yeung)

Dear Sirs/Madams,

Agreement No. CE22/2006(HY)  
Cycle Tracks Connecting North West New Territories with North East New Territories  
Investigation, Design and Construction

Request for Information

I refer to your above referenced letter dated 21.2.2007 and append below the requested information:

(i) Layout plan for project “Widening of Castle Peak Road – San Tin near Tsing Lung Tsuen, Yuen Long” as attached. It is noted that the proposed alignment of CEDD’s cycle track will intrude into the limit of this project, which has been gazetted under Roads (W, U & C) Ordinance and is tentatively scheduled to commence construction in late 2007 for completion in 2009;

(ii) Regarding the project “Construction of Access Road and Car Park at San Lung Tsuen, Yuen Long (YL-177)”, please note that this project is situated away from the Castle Peak and will not affect the construction of the concerned cycle track; and

(iii) Layout plan for project “Improvements to San Tin Interchange” as attached. The construction works under this project has already been commenced since April 2005 for completion in March/April 2007.

Yours faithfully,

( CHEN Lan )  
for Chief Highway Engineer/Works  
Highways Department

Encl.

LC/HMC/-